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Abstract Arc-discharge synthesized multiwall carbon
nanotubes (AD-MWNT) have been proven to be of

high quality, but their use is very limited due to dif-
ficulties in obtaining them in a clean and undamaged
form. Here we present a simple method that purifies

raw AD-MWNT material in laboratory scale without
damage, and that in principle can be scaled up. The
method consists of depositing raw AD-MWNT mate-
rial on a flat substrate and immersing the substrate

slowly in water, whereby the surface tension force of
the liquid-substrate contact line selectively sweeps away
the larger amorphous carbon debris and leaves rela-

tively clean MWNTs on the substrate. We demonstrate
the utility of the method by preparing clean individ-
ual MWNTs for measurement of their Raman spectra.

The spectra exhibit the characteristics of high quality
tubes free from contaminants. We also show how one
concomitantly with the purification process can obtain
large numbers of clean suspended MWNTs.
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1 Introduction

The CVD-growth technique of multiwall carbon nan-
otubes (MWNTs) is presently the only viable option in 
applications that aim for mass production [1], since the 
alternative, the arc-discharge synthesized MWNTs 
(AD-MWNT), can not be produced in scaled up quan-
tities in pure form. This state-of-affairs is unfortunate, 
since there is multiple experimental evidence that AD-
MWNTs are superior to CVD-grown on individual com-
parison with respect to physical properties. In elec-
tronic transport, a low level of defects enables a large 
mean free path, and thus ballistic transport. Quasi-
ballistic transport has been observed only in the arc-
discharge grown MWNTs [2,3], while in CVD-grown 
tubes conduction has been found to be close to strong 
localization [4]. Nanomechanical properties have also 
been directly compared in measurements [5], where the 
Youngs modulus in CVD-MWNTs was found greatly 
inferior compared to that of AD-MWNTs. In addition, 
sophisticated experiments have been reported that rely 
on the multilayered structure of MWNTs. Examples are 
telescopic extraction of the inner layers [6] and unzip-
ping of the outer layer to form a graphene nanoribbon 
[7]. These fully depend on the quality and integrity of 
the tube layers as concentric SWNTs, and both have 
been performed with AD-MWNTs.

Purification and quality issues are a more press-
ing topic with MWNTs than with single wall carbon 
nanotubes (SWNT). Here “quality” refers to the qual-
ity of the tube itself, while “purity” refers to the ex-
tent to which the macroscopic MWNT material con-
tains matter besides the tubes. The two synthesis tech-
niques (CVD and AD) are very different with respect 
to these issues. The AD technique produces tubes with 
uniform thickness and absolute straightness. Usually
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CVD-grown MWNTs have intrinsically curved shape, 
which is seen to stem from the defectiveness although no 
comprehensive experimental investigation regarding to 
the structural features of MWNTs has been performed. 
The main shortcoming of AD-MWNT material is that 
it contains excessively amorphous carbon in particles 
of all size ranges in the nanometer and micrometer do-
mains. Various purification procedures have been em-
ployed [9], which have included filtration and treatment 
in concentrated acids. All of these have problems in that 
the quality of the tubes degrades significantly as me-
chanical or chemical damage occurs. Most of the sophis-
ticated experiments mentioned above have been done 
with unpurified material as the starting point, from 
which the high quality tubes have been separated, often 
in labour intensive procedures. This state-of-affairs has 
limited the repeatability and impact of these works and 
therefore the perceived utility of AD-MWNTs, even in 
research settings.

In a very recent work [9], we found that the advanc-
ing contact line of a water droplet, placed on a thin de-
position of AD-MWNTs, can separate the amorphous 
carbon debris from a good share of the MWNTs. In 
this work, we present a purification procedure for AD-
MWNT material that utilizes this effect on larger depo-
sition areas. We obtain relatively clean MWNT deposits 
on Si substrates, in a process that involves practically 
no mechanical or chemical damage to the tubes. Fur-
thermore, we present two concrete examples of how the 
process can be applied to prepare single AD-MWNTs 
for experiments. In the first we demonstrate Raman 
spectroscopy of clean individual AD-MWNTs, of which 
there hitherto exists very little data. In the second ex-
ample we demonstrate how one concomitantly with the 
purification process can obtain large numbers of clean 
suspended MWNTs.

2 Experimental

The steps of the sample preparation and the experi-
ment, are presented schematically in Fig. 1. MWNT 
material, consisting of both AD-MWNTs and irregu-
lar amorphous carbon debris was dispersed in 1,2-di-
chloroethane as-received without addition of dispers-
ing agents. The dispersions were prepared in a rela-
tively thick concentration (0.25 mg/ml) to obtain dense 
MWNT depositions. Cleaned Si substrates were made 
hydrophilic in oxygen plasma with reactive ion etch-
ing (RIE). MWNTs were deposited by spin coating 
a few drops of dispersion on the freshly treated sur-
faces. A typical scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
image of the resulting surface is shown in Fig. 3a. To 
allow for atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of

Fig. 1 Schematic of our purification process. a) Silicon 
chip made hydrophilic with RIE b-c) Deposition with 
spin coating of AD-MWNT material d) The immersion 
step: the liquid interface at the contact line sweeps over 
the chip. e) Si chip with purified MWNT deposition.

the same site prior to and following the immersion pro-

cess, reference patterns were fabricated with electron 
beam lithography. The preparation of the patterned 
substrates for the experiments was similar to the non-

patterned ones.

The immersion experiments were carried out within 
6 hours from the sample preparation to minimize the 
decay of surface chemistry [10]. The experimental set-
up is similar as in Refs. [11,12], and consists of a motor-
driven three-axis stage controlled via computer inter-
face for positioning and immersion of the sample sus-
pended from its edge. The sample was immersed verti-
cally (Figs. 1, 2b), into a test tube with ultrapure wa-
ter, whereby the contact line (the air-water-substrate 
triple phase contact line) swept over the surface with 
a pre-determined velocity. The sample was lowered at 
constant immersion velocity vim, varied from 0.01 to 1 
mm/s, until it was completely submerged. A CCD cam-
era was used for visualization of the immersion process.

It was found important to remove with a pipette 
several ml of water near the surface, as the detached 
particulate matter residing on the water surface, form-
ing large rafts, had a tendency to become re-deposited 
onto the sample surface during the retraction phase. 
Despite this precaution, smaller re-deposited features 
are occasionally observed on the samples. Following the 
pipetting of the interface layer, the sample was quickly 
retracted (vre ∼ 1 mm/s), and dried with nitrogen gas.

The surfaces were imaged both before and after the 
immersion process with dark-field optical microscopy, 
SEM, and AFM. To evaluate the immersion process 
in an exact manner, AFM imaging was performed on 
the same locations both before and after the process, 
on samples with microfabricated reference grids. Also, 
the immersion velocity was varied between the different
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 (a) Dark-field optical micrograph of a partially 
immersed AD-MWNT deposition on a Si chip. The visi-
ble sharp boundary separates the untouched deposition 
on the upper half and the immersed region where the 
liquid contact line has swept away most of the nanotube 
material. (b) View of the immersion process, captured 
by a CCD camera.

samples with two samples per each velocity. A scripted 
ImageJ batch analysis tool was developed for the iden-
tification of tubular species in the data, to tabulate the 
fraction of MWNTs of all deposited particles.

Raman spectroscopy was performed on individual 
MWNTs in the samples with a reference grid. From 
these, 6 MWNTs were selected that did not have any 
amorphous carbon debris in their vicinity. The measure-

ments were executed with a home-built Raman setup 
in a backscattering geometry using 532 nm excitation 
wavelength. The beam was focused to the known lo-

cation of a single MWNT and subsequently collected 
with a microscope objective. The beam spot size was c. 
1 µm, which enables to focus on a clean MWNT.

Further details of the experiments, imaging and the 
analysis methodology can be found in the Supplemen-
tary information (Online Resource), and in our previous 
publication [9].

3 Results

3.1 General features of the purification effect

The immersion treatment results in a massive reduction 
of particulate deposition throughout the chip. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2a that shows a dark-field optical 
microscope image of a chip where the immersion has 
(exceptionally) been halted before the whole chip has 
been submerged. The bright matter in the upper seg-
ment is deposition which is untouched by the advancing 
water contact line, and where especially the larger de-
bris particles effectively scatter light. Their nearly com-
plete removal by the immersion process from the lower 
segment has resulted in a dark appearance. But most 
significantly, SEM imaging (Fig. 3) shows that clean 
MWNTs along with some of the smallest debris par-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 SEM micrographs of (a) Spin-coated raw AD-
MWNT material. (b) A deposition purified with the 
immersion procedure. The MWNTs were manually em-
phasized in both images.

ticles remain on the surface throughout the immersed 
chip. We can thus see that a systematic, strongly selec-
tive removal of debris particles over MWNTs occurs in 
the immersion purification process.

While it is not possible to decouple the advancing 
and receding contact lines on our present experimental 
set-up, it is clear that the advancing front was respon-
sible of the purification process. This is convincingly 
seen from the debris rafts that vacate from the sam-
ple in the immersion phase, and subsequently linger on 
the water surface. It consists of the amorphous carbon 
nanoparticles and also of MWNTs that happen to be 
in an adhesive contact with larger debris particles. The 
floating debris re-attaches during the retraction, unless 
removed, but no apparent gathering of excess matter is 
found on the chip in a neatly executed experiment. We 
conclude that the particles detached from the surface 
during the immersion have been completely removed 
from the sample, rather than simply trans-located along 
its surface. Additional qualitative observations were: 
Firstly, in separate control experiments, it was verified 
that on substrates with hydrophobic surface conditions 
there is no apparent effect on the MWNT deposition, as 
is expected based on our previous work [9]. Secondly, 
repeating the immersion process yielded no visible fur-
ther improvement of the purification effect.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 An example of a pair of images for quantification 
of the purification effect: 10 µm x 10 µm AFM frames 
recorded prior to (a) and after (b) the immersion treat-
ment at the same site.

3.2 Quantitative estimation of the particle detachment

AFM images taken on the same location before/after 
the immersion process (Fig. 4) provide more accurate 
data on the detachment process. The immersion veloc-
ity was varied between the different samples to gauge its 
effect for the particle detachment. Fig. 5a shows anal-
ysis results for the detachment fractions of debris par-
ticles and nanotubes. The mean values for the fraction 
of detached debris and MWNTs are 47 % and 10 %, re-
spectively. No apparent velocity dependence is evident 
for this velocity range. The accompanying error bars 
for the debris data in Fig. 5a are based on the standard 
deviation values that were instead calculated frame-
wise, reflecting regional variations in the detachment 
for a given sample. The numbers of detached MWNTs 
were too small for meaningful similar estimates. Un-
fortunately, we could not analyze numerically the size 
distribution of the debris particles, but it is clear based 
on the AFM images that, within the size range from 
100 nm to a few 10 µm, larger particles are detached 
more frequently than smaller ones. With this observa-
tion in mind, the data of Fig. 5a roughly agrees with 
the impression from figures 2a and 3.

We have carefully analyzed the orientation distribu-
tion among the detached MWNTs. This is hampered 
by there already being a certain orientational distribu-
tion among the MWNTs, which is a consequence of the 
spin coating process, known to invoke radial orienta-tion 
in nanotube depositions [13]. Therefore, detached 
MWNTs were manually identified, and their orienta-
tions inferred from the pre-immersion AFM segmenta-
tion data. In figure 5b, are shown MWNT detachment 
fractions for different orientation angles, with respect 
to the contact line. The preferential detachment of hor-
izontal MWNTs is clearly evident.

3.3 Raman spectra

Figure 6 shows the Raman spectrum of a representa-
tive case among the measured samples. The G-band, 
around 1580 cm-1, also shown in the inset, is strongly 
prominent while the D-band around 1350 cm-1 is very 
small or negligible. We could not detect any signal from 
the low end of the spectrum, where in principle the so 
called RBM-signal resides. This was, however, expected 
since the RBM-signal from MWNTs is known to be very 
difficult to obtain even in ideal conditions, and in our 
case is likely to be overwhelmed by the scattering from 
the Si/SiO2 substrate.

4 Discussion

4.1 Interfacial forces as a factor in particle detachment

Capillary phenomena have to our knowledge not been 
applied before for the purpose of purifying carbon nan-
otubes. The key ingredient of the method used in this 
work is the moving contact line that selectively sweeps 
away much of the amorphous carbon debris and leaves 
clean MWNTs on the surface. The surface tension force 
associated with the liquid interface at the mobile con-
tact line is described with conventional capillary theory. 
Other possible detachment forces include viscous shear 
(i.e. drag) forces, gravity, and buoyancy, which are how-
ever generally found negligible for small colloids [12,14].

The detachment of spherical microcolloids by the 
interfacial forces was discussed in the original work by 
Leenaars & O’Brien in 1989 [11]. This approach has 
since been adopted, e.g. by works which have had in 
mind applications in environmental sciences [15], and, 
perhaps more relevant to our case, in the intricate clean-
ing technology of the semiconductor industry [16]. The 
detachment of MWNTs specifically has also been inves-
tigated experimentally [17], but under such conditions 
that the liquid interface played no role. Another specific 
topic relevant to our case is that of so called molecu-lar 
combing [18,19]. From these works we can learn of 
previous attempts to explain the effects of moving liq-
uid (usually water) interfaces on micron-scale particles 
on substrates. Given the complex nature of the prob-
lem, we limit the discussion to our most central results. 
Among these are the selective removal by the liquid in-
terface of the larger amorphous carbon particles, the 
dependence of the process on a hydrophilic substrate, 
and the degree of orientation among the MWNTs left on 
surface.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 (a) Data with error bars showing for amorphous debris particles and MWNTs the fraction of detachment
vs. the immersion velocity. The data has been collected from AFM images of the type in Fig. 4. (b) Fraction of
MWNTs detached from the samples with respect to their orientation. Preferential detachment of horizontal tubes
(0◦ angle), i.e. parallel to the propagating contact line, is implied.

Fig. 6 Raman spectrum of a representative case among
the measured MWNTs. The signal from pure substrate
(Si/SiO2) is also shown. Inset: close-up view of the G-

band region.

4.2 The surface tension force at the contact line

Before presenting the model for the interfacial force,
we mention briefly a few factors that are such that we
by necessity, as just mentioned above, simplify in order
to concentrate on the central results. One is the adhe-
sion of the MWNTs and the amorphous carbon parti-
cles. Both of these are hydrophobic and thus should be
only weakly adhering to the hydrophilic substrate. We
assume that this is one reason for the decisive differ-
ence in the process between the behaviors of the hy-

drophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. Other factors are
the substrate-liquid contact angle α and the colloid-
liquid contact angle θ. Their direct utilization in the
force calculations is associated with a degree of uncer-
tainty, given that we are unable to verify the validity

of these concepts in the nanometer scale of individ-
ual MWNTs. Nevertheless, we apply existing analyt-
ical methods to our situation, as we believe that they 
approximately address the essential features of the pu-
rification process.

Figure 7a depicts schematically the physical sce-
nario that is central to our analysis in a simplified spher-
ical geometry: A propagating liquid interface passes 
over a colloid particle of radius R resting on a sur-
face. Unless the particle itself moves as the liquid in-
terface immerses it, the resulting surface tension force 
on the particle Fγ will continuously change direction 
and magnitude. The maxima of its vertical and lateral 
components are expressed as [14]:

F zγ,max = 2πRγ sin2

(
θ

2

)
cosα (1)

F x, yγ,max = 2πRγ sin2

(
θ

2

)
sinα (2)

where γ is the surface tension. The vertical com-
ponent F zγ,max is generally considered the detachment
force that works against adhesion forces, whereas the
lateral component F x, yγ,max is taken to contribute to the
translocation of the colloids along the surface. The ex-
periments of this work indicate almost solely vertical
detachment takes place rather than translocation.

Qualitatively, eq. 1 helps to explain a number of the
observed effects in our process. Firstly, the force scales
linearly with R, while the adhesion force, assumed to be

largely dependent on the contact area between the par-
ticles and the surface, increases much more slowly with
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 (a) Cross-sectional scheme of a liquid interface 
at the contact line interacting with a spherical colloid 
through the surface tension force Fγ . The progression 
of the interface, from left to right, is represented as the 
blue dashed line and the black solid line. (b) 3D view of 
an advancing contact line pinning onto a single defect 
(i.e. carbon nanotube). The deformation of the contact 
line by x gives rise to an elastic shear force Fe.

R. Then the selective removal of larger amorphous car-
bon particles is understandable. On the other hand, a 
clean nanotube can have a larger contact area/volume 
ratio that enhances their adhesion to the surface rel-
ative to the irregularly shaped debris particles. This 
reasoning is then consistent with the observed purifi-
cation effect of the immersion process. Secondly, the 
force is maximum for maximal θ and minimal α, cor-
responding to the contact angles to hydrophobic parti-
cles and hydrophilic substrates, respectively. Our pris-
tine MWNTs should be highly hydrophobic, as are the 
amorphous carbon nanoparticles, and we have a hy-
drophilically treated Si surface. The wetting property 
of the substrate thus provides an additional factor be-
sides the adhesion mentioned above, whereby the hy-
drophilicity of the surface enables the liquid interface 
to remove the debris particles.

To estimate the magnitude of the force on debris 
particles, we consider them as spheres with radii com-
monly ranging from 10 nm to 1 µm. The contact angle θ 
is taken as that of a water droplet on graphite [20, 21], 
approx. 90◦. Inserting γ ≈ 73 mN/m and α ≈ 0◦
for hydrophilic Si, we acquire from eq. 1 that F zγ,max ≈
0.23 N/m · R. This gives for the magnitude of the verti-

cally directed detachment force of a few nN for a 10 nm 
particle.

The surface tension force of eq. 1 does not take 
into account the possibility that the colloidal particle, if 
strongly adhered to the surface, also locally inhibits the 
free motion of the liquid interface, causing a deforma-
tion x in its profile, as pictured in Fig. 7b. This tension 
gives rise to an additional elastic deformation force ex-
perienced by the colloidal particle. The deformation of 
the liquid interface due to surface pinning sites was first 
described by Joanny & de Gennes in 1984 in their work 
on contact angle hysteresis [22]. The force is given as 
[19]:

Fe ≈
πγα2

log L/d
· x (3)

Here L is a macroscopic scale cut-off distance, and d 
the characteristic size of the particle. Thus this force has 
a very different size dependence compared to the pre-
vious one. Particles with rough texture or jagged edges 
allow for most prolonged pinning, as demonstrated in 
Ref. [23]. The elastic force could therefore be one of 
the factors promoting the selective removal of debris in 
favor of carbon nanotubes given the irregular shape of 
the debris particles.

The standard equations apply to spherical particles. 
It is intuitively obvious that the MWNT orientation 
with respect to the contact line can enormously mod-
ify the force. If the tube axis is parallel to the con-
tact line, the force can be up to three orders of magni-
tude larger than in the perpendicular case. We there-
fore present that the orientation-selective removal of 
MWNTs of Fig. 5b is explained by modification of Fγ 
and Fe by geometrical factors. A comparable situation 
has been studied, and the effect verified, with ellipsoidal 
polystyrene colloidal particles in Ref. [24], though with a 
much smaller aspect ratio than with MWNTs. The 
orientation effect is also in accordance with our previ-
ous study [9]. However, the effect is much smaller than 
would be implied by the aspect ratio of AD-MWNTs. 
This is understandable, considering that in our exper-
imental conditions, the macroscopic contact line is un-
likely to be homogenously oriented at the micrometer 
scale.

In the existing literature, the elastic deformation 
forces (eq. 3) have been considered as a source of torque 
that aligns or reorientates 1D nano-objects, e.g. DNA 
[18,25], in a process referred as molecular combing. Sys-
tematic reorientation of SWNTs by mobile liquid inter-
faces has been previously reported [19], and more re-
cently, for SWNT-DNA complexes [26]. In these cases, 
the interface applied in the process was however that
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of the receding, particle-containing solution, which is in 
contrast to our case, where the advancing contact line 
of pure water is utilized.

We have thus shown that by examining the features 
of eqs. 1 and 3, together with the assumption of weak 
adherence of the hydrophobic AD-MWNT material to 
the hydrophilic substrate, we can qualitatively explain 
the central effects of the immersion process that results 
in the purification of the AD-MWNT material. Next we 
demonstrate via two examples how these findings can 
be utilized.

4.3 Raman spectra of individual MWNTs

The Raman spectra of individual AD-MWNTs have 
been investigated only in a few works [27–29], and in 
these the number of MWNTs measured and reported is 
small. The high crystallinity of AD-MWNTs should 
show up in the Raman spectra as a weak D-band, which 
is associated with disorder in graphitic materials [1,30]. 
In a nice work on Raman spectroscopy of bulk CVD 
MWNT material [31], it was shown that a high tem-

perature treatment (2800 ◦C) changes the disordered 
structure of the MWNTs into highly crystalline form, 
as directly observed in TEM. The change is seen in the 
Raman spectra as a drastic reduction of the D-band.

In our work, we observe that the D-band intensity 
is negligible compared to the G-band in all the mea-
sured tubes. This result thus demonstrates that our 
purification process in a relatively simple manner can 
separate the AD-MWNTs from the amorphous carbon 
debris and that the tubes are of a high quality. The G 
band in most of the samples, such as in Fig. 6, can be 
fitted by a single Lorentzian function. However, we also 
observed elevated G band frequencies and a splitted G 
band. The AD-MWNT is expected to exhibit this kind 
of rich features in its Raman spectra due to the pres-
ence of several concentric layers, which can be further 
investigated once clean samples can be easily produced.

4.4 Utilization of the method: Suspended MWNTs

To further highlight the scope of our cleaning method, 
we present results of the immersion purification treat-
ment applied on MWNT samples deposited on sub-
strates with etched trench-like groove patterns. Such 
structures are of importance e.g. in nanomechanical de-
vices based on suspended MWNTs.

The patterned samples utilized in this experiment
were fabricated separately on Si/SiO2 substrates via e-
beam lithography. Details of the process are given in
the Online Resource. When utilized as substrates for

Fig. 8 SEM image of a pair of groove columns, showing 
the cleaned deposition. MWNTs were manually high-
lighted for clarity. Numerous instances of tube cross-
ings over the troughs can be seen. The inset shows an 
individual crossing event in detail.

MWNTs, all the purification steps were then carried 
out as for the regular samples. The grooves were ori-
ented parallel to the liquid surface during the immer-
sion to allow for maximal number of crossover incidents 
of the MWNTs. Inspection under dark-field optical mi-
croscope revealed that the presence of the trenches does 
not appear to inhibit the purification effect. SEM imag-
ing (fig. 8) of the patterned region shows a remarkably 
clean deposition of MWNTs, with several individual 
tubes spanning across the trenches as desired.

The Raman experiment and the suspended tubes 
are examples of the most immediate ways to utilize our 
cleaning method, namely for performing single-tube ex-
periments. The method makes in a simple way available 
on a single chip a large number of clean high qual-
ity AD-MWNTs. Previous work on AD-MWNTs has 
often been based on results from very few tubes, due 
to the difficulties inherent with raw AD-MWNT ma-
terial. This progress also bring to the domain of AD-
MWNTs some of the possibilities that have been in 
use among SWNTs for more than decade, where CVD 
growth of SWNT on surfaces [32] produces clean high 
quality SWNTs. The purified depositions consist of iso-
lated, relatively clean AD-MWNTs with some remain-
ing amorphous carbon particles sparsely dispersed in-
between. A further development of the process would 
be to increase the density of MWNTs so that they over-
lap over macroscopic distances. This would create a 2D 
network of high quality AD-MWNTs and thereby to 
add new possibilities to the present carbon nanotube 
thin film technology.
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5 Conclusions

We have shown that application of a mobile liquid in-
terface provides an efficient and simple method for pu-
rification of AD-MWNT material spin coated on hy-
drophilic silicon substrates. The purification effect is at-
tributed to the capillary forces that selectively remove
amorphous carbon particles much more efficiently than
the MWNTs. A dedicated image analysis and segmen-
tation tool was developed for identifying MWNTs from
AFM data for the purposes of quantitative analysis of
the process. This revealed the (expected) tendency of
the liquid interface to interact more with tubes oriented
parallel to the contact line. We demonstrated the utility
of the purification process by preparing large numbers
of suspended clean individual AD-MWNTs on a Si sub-
strate.

The purification process has an advantage over most
CNT purification procedures in that it does not cause
any mechanical damage or chemical modification to the
tubes. This was seen from Raman spectra of individ-

ual MWNTs, where the negligible D-band signal proved
their high quality. A disadvantage of the method is that
it is presently bound to surfaces and does not produce
macroscopic amounts of purified tubes. It is conceivable

though, that these boundary conditions can be over-
come, and moreover, we envision that the present tech-
nique can be developed to yield 2D networks of puri-

fied AD-MWNTs. The most immediate outcome of the
method, though, is that it opens new prospects for per-
forming such experiments that need an easy availability

of clean high quality single MWNTs.
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